Fishing River Trail

The Fishing River Trail encompasses 5.14 miles of breathtaking views, where wildlife such as turkey, deer and many species of birds can be seen during all hours. The trail has various resting spots with chair-back benches and drinking fountains. Several access points allow one to walk the entire trail, or smaller sections using turnarounds. Fishing River Trail is located in the southern portion of Kearney, Missouri, with Missouri Highway 33 splitting the trail from west to east.

Trail Facts

Terminal Points: Various terminal points along the trail.

Length: 5.14 miles.

Surface type: Asphalt or concrete.

Handicap accessible: Yes.

Pets permitted: Yes, on leash.

Dedicated parking: Various points along the trail: the tennis courts, church parking lots, Greenfield subdivision areas, and school property.

Hours of operation: 24/7/365.


Find all biking and walking trails in the region at marc.org/bikemap.